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F
rom guardian angels to the art of palmistry, spell casting 

to tarot reading, the spiritual world is all-encompassing. 

Some may have had spiritual inclinations from an early 

age, some may have stumbled across it much later in life, and 

others may doubt that the spiritual world holds any truth, however, 

there are countless aspects to spirituality so that each person is 

sure to find something that speaks to them. After all, that friend 

who can read tea leaves is always hot in demand at parties.
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ISBN 978-1-78525-319-5
Format 80 x 160 mm, 184 pages
38,000 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-248-8
Format 80 x 160 mm, 160 pages
28,000 words

This work explores the ancient culture of the 
Maya and their traditions of fortune-telling, 
focusing on the Mayan tarot. You will learn 
everything about the Minor and Major Arcana 
and how to play the favourite card games of 
one of the most intriguing civilisations in the 
history of mankind.

Since the late 18th century, tarot has been 
used for divination and future-telling in 
Europe. More than just a pack of playing 
cards, tarot is not only full of symbolic 
meanings, but has become a part of our 
culture. This book will introduce you to each 
of its cards and teach you the rules to follow 
in order to read the cards properly. 

ISBN 978-1-78525-324-9
Format 80 x 160 mm, 224 pages
46,500 words
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The art of cartomancy is the power to decipher 
the complex language of a symbol to make 
powers that are considered lost flourish. It is 
known that the Egyptian tarot deck is a sacred 
book, created with the intention to transform 
and make the person who comes into contact 
with it evolve. Like the traditional tarot deck, 
it has seventy-eight cards: twenty-two Major 
Arcana, endowed with greater weight in terms 
of meaning and significance, and based on 
mythology and Egyptian deities; and fifty-six 
cards that make up the Minor Arcana, grouped 
into four sets of fourteen cards each. 
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This work gives you an introduction to Native American culture through their tradition of reading cards. 
Learn how Native American tarot is different from others, and explore everything you need for the 
Native American way of divination. 

Divination and dreams deal with the same things: premonitions, symbols, and hidden meanings. 
Some dreams even reveal themselves as genuinely prophetic. This work will introduce you to the art 
of reading both dreams and cards, which will allow you to learn a great deal about the world around 
you – and above all about yourself.

The Romani arrived in Europe by the 12th century. Since then, they have enriched the old continent with 
their Eastern culture. Among their most important traditions is the art of divination by reading cards. 
This book explores the distinctive features of their tarot, explaining all the symbols and meanings 
hidden in the Minor and Major Arcana. Delve into a culture that we still know all too little about with this 
instructive and entertaining introduction to the tarot of the Romani.

ISBN 978-1-78525-328-7
Format 80 x 160 mm, 164 pages
34,500 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-327-0
Format 80 x 160 mm, 192 pages
48,500 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-325-6
Format 80 x 160 mm, 168 pages
19,500 words

S I M O N E  B E D E T T I

L A U R A  T U A N

P S Y C H O L O G I C A L  I N T E R P R E T A T I O N 
S Y M B O L S  A N D  M E A N I N G

 CARDS & 

THE DIVINATION OF

dreams

III
FREUD

desire – instinct - sexuality 
mental block – complex

I .  D O N E L L I

MEANING . INTERPRETATION . DIVINATION
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ISBN 978-1-78525-226-6
Format 80 x 160 mm, 176 pages
29,500 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-319-5
Format 80 x 160 mm, 184 pages
38,000 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-248-8
Format 80 x 160 mm, 160 pages
28,000 words

This is a simple way to learn Feng Shui. You will 
learn the basics of Feng Shui: how to identify 
the strong and weak areas of your home, how to 
check the chi energy of each room, and how to 
balance the chi energy. The Celtic conception of life and nature has 

been kept in the shadows of forests, waterfalls 
streams, caves, mountains, gorges and trees 
with gnarled roots. The Celtic tarot contains 
many symbols, colours, characters and objects 
that make us leave the material world and fly 
to the subtle dimension inhabited by the ancient 
druids, gods, gnomes, and spirits. This is an 
exceptional and complete book that contains all 
the information necessary to understand every 
letter and its meaning. 

What is karma? What are its main features? 
How is it related to Far Eastern religions and 
even psychoanalysis? And how can we use this 
knowledge to tell the future? This book will 
help you to understand the basic concepts of 
karma as well as the art of karma divination by 
reading cards.

THE GUIDE TO 
DIVINING 

FENG SHUI 
CARDS

SILVIO RENIS

LAURA TUAN

The Complete  
Guide to

Karma
Divination Cards

M a s s i m o  M a n t o v a n i
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What ancestral origins are hidden behind the myth of card reading?

Do you want to find answers to the basic aspirations of every human being?

Why do the cards have this double playful and secret side?

What sacred symbols, magical colours, and inexorable signs can be revealed by this practice?

This book is a real cartomancy encyclopaedia that reveals the secrets of the great masters to interpret 
any tarot around the world and get to know the card games, both traditional and the lesser-known.

Would you like to know the future? Would you like to hear useful advice for difficult times? Do you want 
to predict the future of your family and closest friends? Cartomancy is full of wisdom. 

There is no one single fortune-telling method. This guide is intended for all types of decks: Spanish, 
French, tarot, etc. 

Within this book you will find the information about its meaning, how to place the cards, and how to read 
them according to their positions. 

Tarot is nothing more than a symbolic language, in which each card is a word and each combination is a 
sentence. This language has the power to communicate with phenomena that otherwise would remain 
secret, in addition to contact with the deepest part of ourselves.

Through this original and fresh book, explained with great clarity and ease, you will learn the secrets of 
tarot, its various meanings (depending on the position), and its relation to the professional, economic, 
and health spheres.

ISBN 978-1-78525-230-3
Format 155 x 250 mm, 288 pages
86,000 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-321-8
Format 145 x 205 mm, 156 pages
37,000 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-320-1
Format 170 x 240 mm, 272 pages
78,000 words

Mbvsb!Uvbo

CARTOMANCY WORKSHOP

Practice Guide

Rol a n d  R o s s ı.

Laura Tuan

The Secret
Language 

of 
TAROT
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Hypnotism can maximise your mental capacity, your willpower, and the 
reach of what your mind is capable of doing. Thanks to this book, you 
will learn how a hypnotic session is performed, what parapsychological 
hypnotism really is, what the main preparatory exercises are, or what the 
method of self-hypnosis is. This is a unique manual that provides the most 
original guides to induce a trance, liberate oneself, and deploy all one’s 
hidden possibilities.

Halfway between the natural and the supernatural, science and the occult, 
witchcraft is related to the energy derived from Satan, who uses men and, 
above all, women to do mischief on Earth. Throughout history, witchcraft 
has always been a way to get rid of undesired persons and to cover up 
unpleasant truths.

This fascinating and comprehensive book explores the origins and 
dissemination of witchcraft as well as the history of the witch hunt, the 
processes, the inquisitors, etc.

ISBN 978-1-78525-240-2
Format 115 x 167 mm, 204 pages
32,000 words

THE  HAND BO O K  to

Hypnotism

O S I R I S  E X P E R T S  T E A M

ISBN 978-1-68325-354-9
Format 170 x 240 mm, 196 pages
49,000 words

M. Centini

  The World of

 Witches
  The World of

 Witches

ESOTERICISM & MAGIC
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Always located between myth and reality, and seen as benevolent beings as well as evil creatures 
linked to negative occult forces, witches are as old as human history.

Inspired by her world, full of symbols, you can consult this book and get answers to your questions, solve 
doubts and tensions, and encourage good luck by being in harmony with the energies of the universe.

Tantra can give new meaning to sexuality, whether you are experiencing some problems or not. 

This book teaches how to get rid of sexual inhibitions, to accept life, and to enjoy it in its wonderful fullness.

Awaken the energy, to express it in the sexual realm or to channel it into more subtle areas such as 
creativity, spirituality, and art.

Therefore,  tantra is the spiritual path to liberation, the reintegration with the absolute, and the harmony 
with the cosmos.

The author very clearly explains the characteristics of the main magical traditions and its theoretical 
principles: Kabbalah, alchemy, Rosicrucianism, etc.

In this book you will find the necessary explanations about magic symbols, when to use them, and 
the most appropriate colours and materials depending on the purpose. You will also find exercises to 
strengthen the power of mental focus and help you cope with the first magical operations.

ISBN 978-1-78525-370-6
Format 145 x 205 mm, 128 pages
35,000 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-250-1
Format 170 x 240 mm, 124 pages
26,500 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-225-9
Format 145 x 205 mm, 164 pages
34,600 words

I S A  D O N E L L I

FRANCA SACCHI

WHITE MAGIC
R i t u a l s  o f

L U C I A  P A V E S I
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Do you think that your dreams have a meaning, that they want to tell you 
something? If so, would you like to understand their messages?

Assisted by some advice and practical exercises, this book will guide you, 
step-by-step, to a better comprehension of your dreams.

With this work you will learn how to do  the following:

• Remember your dreams;
• Identify the different elements (image, scenario);
• Use the “dreams diary” to establish coincidences with your real life;
• Consult the symbols of different traditions to reveal the true meaning 

of your dreams.

This work shows us the various facets of a dream and its messages, which 
will become invaluable allies for personal development.

Dreaming... A privilege, a game, a gift. Throughout the centuries the same 
eternal themes have appeared in dreams: mothers, women, men, fire, 
grass, animals, etc.

Dreaming is a code, a cipher that relies on symbols as old as the world, an 
open door to an unknown dimension, for the believer, to God. The dream 
contains the synthesis of a human experience as if it were a crystal ball.

This book, full of valuable information, is aimed to go deeper into the 
ambiguity of dreams and interpret them correctly. 

ISBN 978-1-78525-952-4
Format 130 x 200 mm, 176 pages
37,000 words

HÉLÈNE RENARD

INTERPRET 
DREAMS 

YOURSELF

ISBN 978-1-78525-951-7
Format 170 x 240 mm, 286 pages
108,000 words

L A U R A  T U A N

DICTIONARY
OF

DREAMS

THE ILLUSTRATED

INTERPRETATION OF DREAMS
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Dark arts, also named “Hermeticism” or “esotericism”, are a compound of 
secret knowledge that has been transmitted generation after generation 
by all civilisations. This practical encyclopaedia is accessible to everyone 
and will allow you to learn about alchemy, symbology, fortune-telling, tarot, 
numerology, astrology, mythology, magic and black magic, Kabbalah, 
sorcery and witchcraft, etc.

This book also contains a presentation of the biggest occultists and the 
main works of secrecy to make contact with the invisible forces of the 
universe surrounding us.

The main Eastern religions, like buddhism, believe in reincarnation. These 
pages lead to the understanding of this phenomenon on the basis of karma, 
that is, the set of laws of cause and effect that determine reincarnation. 
But in the meantime, we also need to figure out what happened in our past 
lives, which is an important element of karma. This is an optimistic book, 
restoring confidence and hope – an important read even for the sceptics!

ISBN 978-1-78525-221-1
Format 170 x 240 mm, 256 pages
92,500 words

Y R E N E  E L L K E V E L

The   OCCULT
from a to z

ISBN 978-1-78525-236-5
Format 170 x 240 mm, 192 pages
58,500 words

Andrea Rognoni - Gianni Norta

The Secrets of

REINCARNATION

HISTORY & MYTHS
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Much has been written on Kabbalah, although it is difficult to find a simple, 
clear, and complete book about it. Today, Kabbalah, like many other esoteric 
arts always wrapped in an aura of mystery, remains a concept with a vague 
and ambiguous meaning. This book sheds light on this fascinating subject.

Is it true that Freemasonry has participated in numerous political, social, 
or religious plots? Who can be a Freemason? What initiatory ceremonies 
are to be undergone? Were the Freemasons present at the building of 
Solomon’s temple?

We have heard a lot about Freemasonry, but many essential aspects 
that make up its enthralling history are unknown, in part because 
prudence, discretion, and even secrecy are some of the basic precepts of 
the Freemasons.

Written in a most entertaining style, this book takes a walk through the 
world of Freemasonry to reveal the secrets of this mystical, political, and 
even esoteric order.

ISBN 978-1-78525-243-3
Format 170 x 240 mm, 192 pages
40,500 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-247-1
Format 170 x 240 mm, 240 pages
83,000 words

Pedro Palao Pons
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Don’t try to fool yourself. We are bad. We killed a million years ago, and we continue to do so in the twenty-first 
century, irrationally and impulsively but also deliberately. 

This is not a book of fiction. Its pages show the reality of the more shadowy and sinister corners of human nature, 
those that are part of our less enjoyable history that we have woven, drop by drop, with the blood and suffering 
of the victims. 

Were Alexander the Great, Cleopatra, Napoleon, or Yasir Arafat poisoned? The history of poisons is fascinating, 
but make no mistake, poison is not a thing of the past. The difference is that today it is more elaborate, select, 
and even more lethal. We will travel back in time to discover the connection between important characters 
and poison. With this book you will have access to a complex and exciting history, the history of poisons, full of 
mysteries and intrigues.

Gothic cathedrals, as mysterious as the Egyptian pyramids or the statues of Easter Island, keep secrets that the 
modern man has not yet deciphered. The cathedrals have the ability to tell us about our past.

This book, written by a specialist on medieval history and esotericism, traces for us the epic construction of 
cathedrals and gives us the key to its symbolic and magical references.

This exciting guide, which is both an introduction to European history and a study on religion and medieval 
esotericism, also allows us to discover the most beautiful cathedrals in Europe.

Pharaonic Egypt has always been one of the most fascinating enigmas in the history of human civilisation. As 
the information about this enigmatic world has been revealed, a kind of unease has built up in Egyptologists.

There is no doubt about the immense fascination that emanates from the objects which present this distant 
civilisation to us. It is well understood that the view of the pyramids or Tutankhamun’s tomb astonish any 
human being. 

Within this book you will discover the mysterious and tragic spirit of this famous civilisation. 

ISBN 978-1-78525-244-0
Format 170 x 240 mm, 160 pages
40,500 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-317-1
Format 170 x 240 mm, 224 pages
85,000 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-225-9
Format 145 x 205 mm, 176 pages
34,600 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-249-5
Format 170 x 240 mm, 160 pages
56,500 words

PEDRO PALAO PONS

THE MYSTERIES OFTHE MYSTERIES OF

 CRIMES CRIMES

PEDRO PALAO PONS

A. ROVERSI MONACO

The Secrets of

 Cathedrals Cathedrals

The Esoteric Mysteries
of 

 Ancient

Egypt

G. Cantù
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What does Zen really mean? In these simple pages, accessible to all, you will discover Zen in all its 
depth, allowing you to know its ability to lead many people to solving their problems.

This is a real course with practical exercises for each day.

After seven days you will be able to enter the world of Zen, then you will be able to understand the 
purpose of Zen and its goals of physical, psychological, and spiritual health. 

This is a book that will help you achieve great results in your private and professional life.

This work will lead you through the traditions and practice of meditation and help you carry out this 
technique properly from the beginning until you master it and can practice on your own.

This book will help you understand nature and the functions of the etheric, astral, mental, and spiritual 
body. In addition, it will show you a network of channels, the nadi, which carry the prana – the vital 
energy – through the various subtle structures. The centres that receive, transform, and emit subtle 
energy are the chakras, distributed throughout the body. 

Reading these pages you will embark on a fantastic trip to the roots of the being that can be acted 
upon by the will to achieve a new physical, mental, and spiritual fulfilment.

ISBN 978-1-78525-245-7
Format 145 x 205 mm, 128 pages
39,500 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-238-9
Format 115 x 167 mm, 184 pages
32,000 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-598-4
Format 170 x 240 mm, 160 pages
50,000 words

ALL ABOUT
MEDITATION

BILL ANDERTON

e

Chakras

LAURA TUAN

ALL ABOUT 

M
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A hand can denote kindness, authority, shyness, generosity, or any other personality trait, no matter 
how hidden it is. Based on the experience gained over the years, palmistry is a real science that not 
only reveals the present and the past, or predicts details of the future, but also studies the lines and 
elevation of the palms to provide a reading on the personality. This work shows, in a clear and precise 
way, the different methods that exist to interpret hand signs. 

Spiritualism is a doctrine about the existence of an invisible world after death. It is also a theory that 
suggests, as a case of study, the analysis between the world of the living and the world of spirits. 
This book presents the different ways of communication with the afterlife; it explains the way to join 
the psychic strength of the medium and the other participants in the séance, and how to call on a 
determined spirit.

Get to know both the universe surrounding us and your own self better.

The idea of leaving the body and separating from a carnal vessel that seems too narrow is an experience 
as old as the world. Astral travel, or travelling outside the body, is the key to ancient initiation rituals, 
allowing access to knowledge of all kinds and giving a great inner strength. This guide provides all the 
necessary techniques to leave the physical body and return back to it. In addition, the reader will learn 
how to divide themselves between mental and physical and will get to know the dangers this can entail. 

ISBN 978-1-78525-316-4
Format 145 x 205 mm, 96 pages
23,000 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-314-0
Format 145 x 205 mm, 96 pages
23,000 words

ISBN 978-1-78525-313-3
Format 145 x 205 mm, 96 pages
23,000 words

Charles Mistri

of

PALMISTRY
The Secret Powers

Thomas Rilk

of

SPIRITUALISM
Learn the Powers

Laura Tuan

of

ASTRAL TRAVEL
Learn the Mysteries
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We all know about the Egyptian pyramids, but what do they look like on the inside? What are their 
hidden mysteries?

With this book you will be surprised: we can also build our own pyramid. The authors teach you 
how to make them; it’s not the size that matters but the right proportion. The use of this energy has 
interesting effects in facilitating relaxation, concentration, and meditation.

With this practical book you will reach the full benefits provided by this ancient magical object.

THE MAGICAL POWER 

OF THE PYRAMID

LUCIA PAVESI - STEFANO SICCARDI

ISBN 978-1-78525-237-2
Format 170 x 240 mm, 192 pages
58,000 words
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DIVIN A TI ON

All About Water Divining

The Practical Book of Palmistry

The Practical Guide to Palmistry

Predicting the Future with Coffee Grounds

Predicting the Future with Normal Letters

Understanding Premonitions

Using Tarot to Predict the Future

H OR O S C OP ES

The Big Book of Horoscopes

His Guide to Horoscopes

The 12 Signs of the Zodiac 

MAGI C

The A-Z Guide to Magical Animals

The Big Book of Magic and Witchcraft

The Big Book of Superstitions

The Big Book of the Occult 

The Influence and Power of Candles

Learning Magic and Sleight

The Magic of Numbers 

The Practical Book of Spells

The White Magic Guide

MYSTICAL

All About Astral Projection

All About Astral Travel

All About the Occult

The Basic Guide to Sundials

The Big Book of Diamonds

The Big Book of Prophets and Prophecies

Everything You Need to Know About Telepathy

The Extraordinary Power of Amulets 

and Talismans

The Extraordinary Power of Gemstones

The Extraordinary Power of Pyramid

The Extraordinary World of the Paranormal

ALSO AVAILABLE



The Great Myths and History of Man

The Guide to Rites of Initiation

The Key Intuition

The Manual for Mediums

The Mysterious Places on Earth

The New Book of Numerology

The Practical Book of Parapsychology

The Practical Book of the Druid Path

The Practical Handbook of Telepathy

Thoughts of Love Handbook

The World of Witches

OR IENT

All About Chakras

All About Pranayama

All About Reincarnation and Eternal Life

The Basics of Qi Gong

The Big Book of the Dalai Lama

The Complete Guide 

to Chinese Horoscopes

The Local Guide to Tai Chi

The Reality of Reincarnation

Reincarnation and Remembering Past Lives

The World of Taoist Gymnastics

RE L IG ION

The A-Z Guide to Angels

All About the Grail

The Big Book of Angels

The Big Book of Esotericism and Religion

A Complete Guide to Life After Death

The Encyclopaedia of Mythology

From Peter to Pope Ratzinger

The Guardian Angel Guide

The Guide to Sects and Gurus

The Keys to Esoteric Symbolism

The Mysteries of the Bible

The Mysteries of the Temple of Solomon

The Practical Book of Prayers that Heal

Tracing John Paul II

TAROT

How to Interpret Tarot

Intuitive Tarot

Predicting the Future with Tarot
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